Guidelines for TSFS03 (Vehicle Propulsion Systems)

- All reports should follow the provided templates. It is required for all questions to be answered in order to pass the corresponding assignment.

- You are responsible for writing your own codes and do the debugging yourself (both inside and outside of lab sessions). It is an important part of your examination.

- You need to attach your codes at the end of reports. They should be in text format and selectable (picture of your codes is not acceptable).

- Explanations and formulas must be typed. Corrections and feedbacks are given based on these details and not the appended code, hence remember to provide all formulas that are used in your analysis with corresponding values.

- You are encouraged to have discussions with your classmates, but reports/codes must be written individually.

- Having access to reports of other students is **Not** allowed (both feedbacks and originally submitted reports).

- Remember to submit your reports before deadlines. Reports submitted after deadlines will take longer to be reviewed.

- All comments in report feedbacks should be addressed, otherwise the responsible teacher can ask for re-submit.

- You need to be able to explain your solution if necessary. Teacher assistants will randomly choose students for oral presentations.

- Announcements are usually given in Lisam.